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Disclaimer
Important Information and Forward Looking Statements
This presentation has been prepared by Voluntis (the “Group”) and is for information purposes only.
Certain information contained herein concerning economic trends, environment and performance is based upon or derived from information provided by third-party
consultants and other industry sources. While Voluntis believes that such information is accurate and that the sources from which they have been obtained are reliable,
Voluntis has not independently verified the assumptions on which projections of future trends and performance are based. The Group made no guarantee, express or implied,
as to the accuracy and completeness of such information.
This document contains forward-looking statements and estimates made by Voluntis, including with respect to the anticipated future performance of the Group and the
market in which it operates. Such statements, forecasts and estimates are based on various assumptions and assessments of known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other
factors, which were deemed reasonable when made but may or may not prove to be correct. Actual events are difficult to predict and may depend upon factors that are
beyond the Group’s control. Therefore, actual results, the financial condition, performance or achievements of the Group or industry results, may turn out to be materially
different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such statements, forecasts and estimates. Forward-looking statements, forecasts and
estimates only speak as of the date of this forward-looking statement, and no representations are made as to the accuracy or fairness of such forward-looking statements,
forecasts and estimates. Voluntis disclaims any obligation, to revise or to update any such forward-looking statement, forecast or estimates to reflect any change in the
Group’s expectations with regard thereto, or any events, or changes in conditions or circumstances on which any such statement, forecast or estimate is based.
By its very nature, such information is subject to risks and uncertainties which may, in certain cases, be beyond the company's control. More details on these risks and
uncertainties can be found in the company’s background document (filed with the French Financial Markets Authority (“l’Autorité des marchés financiers”) on April 17th, 2018
under number I.18-016) and available on its website (http://www.voluntis.com/fr/investors) in the regulated information section
No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to, and no reliance should be placed upon their fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the
information or opinions and none of the Group, its shareholders or its respective Directors, Officers, advisors, agent, employees or representatives accepts any responsibility
or any liability (in negligence or otherwise) whatsoever for/or makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the truth, fullness, accuracy or completeness of
the information relating to the Group, whether written oral or in a visual or electronic form, and howsoever transmitted or made available or for any loss arising from any use
of this presentation or its contents or otherwise in connection with this presentation or the information.
This presentation shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy securities, nor shall there be any sale of this securities in any state or jurisdiction in
which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the securities laws of any such state or jurisdiction. It does not constitute
any form of commitment on the part of the Group or any other person. Any such offering of securities in the US will only be made by means of a registration statement
(including a prospectus) filed with the SEC or any other relevant authorities, after such registration statement is declared effective. No such registration statement has been
declared effective, as of the date of this presentation.
By attending this presentation or accepting this document, you agree to be bound by the foregoing restrictions set out above.
March 2019
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“We have significantly consolidated our fundamentals”

“As announced, in 2018 we worked to strengthen our
organization and portfolio of solutions. We thus significantly
consolidated our fundamentals, resulting in the continued
deployment of our diabetes solutions, the advancement of our
multi-cancer platform and the remarkable extension of our
solution portfolio to a new therapeutic area, namely
immunology with AbbVie. This solid foundation, combined
with the growing interest in digital therapeutics, particularly in
the United States, increases Voluntis' strategic value and
positions us for revenue growth in 2019. ”
Pierre Leurent, CEO of Voluntis

March 2019
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About Voluntis

A leader in digital therapeutics for medication optimization
+
Voluntis’ Digital Therapeutics
embed clinical algorithms that provide real-time decision
support and empower patients to actively manage their
therapy in remote collaboration with their healthcare team,
thus increasing real-world treatment safety and efficacy.

Prescription only
Regulatory clearance
Clinical evidence

A front-runner in the Digital Therapeutics space:
• 1st publicly traded DTx company (VTX)
• €73.6 million raised since 2007
• A unique portfolio of solutions in diabetes & oncology
• A versatile and scalable proprietary platform: Theraxium

Founding Member

• 130 workforce (Boston & Paris)
March 2019
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An advanced and diversified solution portfolio

Diabetes

Development

Feasibility /
Usability Studies

FDA
PreSub

Validation /
HFE Studies 3

Regulatory
Clearance

Marketed

Partners

T2 Basal 2

Oncology

T1 & T2 Basal Bolus 1

THX-Onco
Multi-Cancer

Immunology

Ovarian cancer

TBD
Immunology

DTx PLATFORM
March 2019

Notes:
1 Insulin-dependent
2 Non Insulin-dependent
3 HFE Studies: Human Factors Studies
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Digital therapeutics: a vibrant industry
Fundraising
(total)

Significant funding
activity

M&A

$240m

$126m

$487m

Acquired by

Acquired by

Acquired by

Roche for $1.9bn

Roche for $75m

ResMed for $225m

DTx industry in the
spotlight

Over $30bn

flowed into
digital health
startups between

2011 and
20111

Best Patient Engagement
Technologies
DIGITAL THERAPEUTICS:
Cutting-edge Technologies Revolutionizing
Healthcare Outcomes

Increasing payer
coverage for DTx
and Telemedicine
1

Rock Health, Crunchbase

March 2019
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New reimbursement codes for remote
monitoring of chronic conditions
established in January 2019
§ CPT 99453: Initial set-up and training
§ CPT 99454: Device supply
§ CPT 99457: Treatment management

Innovative reimbursement scheme
§ €600 – €750 pppy2 for insulin
management digital devices
§ €340 pppy2 for clinicians remotely
monitoring patients
§ Bonus on cost-savings

Maximum amounts based on 6-months, renewable telemedicine reimbursement. Eligibility criteria defined according to HbA1c level, duration of insulin treatment
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2018 Highlights

2018 highlights

March 2019

1

Expansion of organization and deployment
structure

2

Consolidation of proprietary digital
therapeutics portfolio

3

Positive traction in key markets
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Expansion of organization and deployment structure

1

Increased investments in the United
States to support deployment and
marketing activities

Operating expenses in the United States

New appointments to the Board of
Directors to strengthen Voluntis’
expertise in the American market

PBM & Payer Board Members

Pharma Board Mem.

Refined commercial targeting in the
United States and a new range of
multi-channel services to facilitate
the prescription and continued use
of its products

Designing a fully fledged solution

+42%
4,2
2,9

2017

March 2019

à Multichannel templates
prescription phase
2018

M€

2018

2018

2018

Jan Berger, MD

R. Herman, MD

Viviane Monges

Director
Former SVP, Chief
Clinical Officer
and Innovation
Officer,
CVS Caremark

Director
Executive Director
of the Group
Insurance
Commission of MA
Former COO of
Harvard Pilgrim

Director
Former Novartis,
Wyeth Executive
Board member of
Novo, UCB, Idorcia

to

support

à Remote patient monitoring toolkit to aid
invoicing
à On-boarding services to aid patient first
steps with Insulia
à Actionable reports provided to centers
to follow performance
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2

Consolidation of proprietary digital therapeutics portfolio

Diabetes:
New versions
of Insulia

Oncology:
Development
of multicancer
symptom
management
solution

March 2019

¡ Insulia has been continuously upgraded to improve the user experience and expand the scope of
insulins covered
¡ Insulia now includes NPH insulins, still significantly prescribed, particularly in the US, UK and
Germany
¡ This version was approved in Europe and is currently under review by the FDA in the US

¡ The development of Voluntis proprietary multicancer symptom management solution has been
finalized
¡ This prescription-based digital therapeutic embeds algorithms based on standards of supportive
care in oncology
¡ The deployment plan is under preparation, with early pilot sites identified as well as potential goto-market partners
¡ The solution will be evaluated in real-world to assess impact on quality of life, severe toxicity,
hospitalizations & emergency room visits, overall healthcare costs
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Positive traction in key markets

3

Diabetes
Diabetes

2018 achievements in diabetes
Pilot Launch
(in partnership with Pharma)

Pilot launch

Payer Commercialization

(in partnership with Pharma)

Agreement with WellDyneRx
Pipeline expansion across key segments

Deployment
Further deployment of Insulia in healthcare
centers (in 13 states to date)

Distribution Partner

Nationwide Launch

Sales network extension through a

Of Insulia and Diabeo

distribution partnership with Monarch

(in partnership with Pharma)

Product upgrade
Continuous upgrade of Insulia with the launch of a Spanish version
in the US and the development of a new version of Insulia including
NPH insulin.

March 2019
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Positive traction in key markets

3

Diabetes
Diabetes

Very encouraging real world feedback
Real World Usage Data (USA)1

84%

81%

94%

of patients continue with
Insulia

of active patients interact
with Insulia every day

of active patients accept
Insulia's recommended dose

after 1 month

after 4 months2

after 4 months2

(1) Source: Company Internal Data, based on 2018 US figures.
(2) Active patients after 4 months
March 2019
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3

Positive traction in key markets

Oncology
Diabetes

2018 achievements in oncology
FDA pre-submission meeting
Interaction with the Agency to calibrate the regulatory clearance pathway for Voluntis’
proprietary multicancer platform

Product release
Release of the Theraxium Oncology platform, dedicated to symptom management

eCO extension
Extension of the agreement with AstraZeneca to implement a new
clinical evaluation phase for eCO

Clinical studies
Publication of eCO clinical results in the Journal of Clinical Oncology (JCO®)
Clinical Cancer Informatics. Launch of a multi-center clinical study with Roche
to evaluate the use of Zemy in breast cancer

eCO award
Prix Galien – MedStartUp awarded for best patient engagement technology

US Commercial launch preparation
Development finalization for multicancer platform to be submitted for FDA
clearance. Payer and Provider market research to calibrate GTM approach.
Identification of early pilot sites and potential GTM partners
March 2019
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3

Positive traction in key markets

Oncology
Diabetes

eCO solution developed in partnership with AZ and the NCI
Results presented at ESMO 2017 and
published in JCO 2018

→ Women undergoing treatment for ovarian cancer in clinical
trials of the cediranib plus olaparib combination therapy

98%

eCO captured 98.2% of required blood
pressure measures

87%

Diarrhea events limited to Grade 1

→ Digital companion app paired with wireless blood-pressure
monitor and clinician-facing cloud analytics
→ Objective is to improve symptom management for
PARP+VEGF and aim for integration in drug label

March 2019

Patients reported:
§ High usability (ease of learning and ease of use)
§ High satisfaction
§ Feeling closely monitored, more connected to their health
care team, and more involved in self-care
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Financials

P&L and cash flow analysis
1

In €m

2018

2017

Revenue

4.5

7.3

Other revenue

0.6

1.1

Total Revenue

5.2

8.4

(19.1)

(16.4)

o/w labor costs

(12.2)

(10.4)

o/w Other OPEX

(6.9)

(6.0)

EBITDA

(13.7)

(8.1)

Operating Profit

(15.5)

(9.6)

Financial Outcome

(0.4)

(0.4)

OPEX

2
3

1

Revenue
•

•
•

2

EBITDA
•
•

Net Result

4

5

(15.9)

(10.0)

Change in Working Capital

(1.7)

2.3

Cash flow from operating activities

(14.7)

(5.4)

Cash flow from investing activities

(1.3)

(1.9)

Cash flow from financing activities

(34.0)

3.3

Change in Cash

17.9

(4.0)

Cash at the opening

1.8

5.8

Cash at the closing

19.8

1.8

3

Increase in D&A (+€0.3m vs. 2017) related to activated development cost

Change in WC
•

5

Increase in labor costs (+€1.8m) linked to teams strengthening particularly in
the United States to support the marketing and deployment of Insulia
IFRS 15 effect* on labor costs of €1.1m

Operating profit
•

4

Reflection of the evolution of the revenue structure: transition to a revenue model
based more on recurring revenue from product sales and less on pre-launch
revenue related to product development and approval
2017 included €3.7m of regulatory milestones payments, compared to €0.5m in
2018.
IFRS 15 application has a limited impact on 2018 total revenue but translates in
contrasted impacts on the categories of revenues. The new standard leads to
differ more revenue in the future than the previous one.

Payment in 2019 instead of 2018 of the R&D tax credit for 2017 explain the
need in working capital reported as at December 2018

Cash at closing amounting to €19.8m in 2018, including
•
•
•

Net proceeds of 2018 IPO: €27.5m
Convertible bonds issued: €3.5m
First tranche of the Kreos loan: €4m

*Recognition over the period of expenses related to the execution of customer contracts that had been capitalized in prior years and are recognized in 2018 at the same rate as the corresponding revenue
March 2019
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Balance sheet analysis
In €m

2018

2017

1

Assets

1

Intangible assets

1.9

2.5

Tangible assets

0.6

0.8

Other fixed assets

0.3

0.2

Other non-current assets

1.0

-

3.7

3.5

Trade accounts receivables

1.5

0.3

Other current assets

5.5

2.3

Non-current assets

2
3

Cash

19.8

1.8

Current assets

26.8

4.5

Total assets

30.6

8.0

Intangible assets
•

2

Other current assets
•

3

The Group capitalized development costs related to its proprietary solutions.
They amounted to €1.9M at 31 December 2018

Increase by €3.2M reflects the current component of the costs of Development
of the solutions whose transfer has not occurred yet (IFRS 15) and the delay in
collection of the R&D tax credit for 2017, paid in 2019

Cash
•

Net proceeds of 2018 IPO: €27.5m

•

Convertible bonds issued in January 2018: €3.5m

•

First tranche of the Kreos loan: €4m

Liability

4
5

Equity

17.3

(1.1)

Non-current financial debt

2.2

0.3

Provisions and other non-current liabilities

3.4

0.5

5.6

0.7

Current financial debt

1.4

4.0

Trade accounts payables

6.2

4.4

Current liabilities

7.6

8.4

Total liabilities

30.6

8.0

Non-current liabilities

6

March 2019

4

Equity
•

Capital increase during 2018 IPO and net income of the year

Non-current liabilities and trade accounts payable
5

6

•

Non current Liabilities includes the additional differed income recorded
according to IFRS 15 for an amount of €3.2M (non current component)

•

Trade account includes the additional differed income recorded according to
IFRS 15 for an amount of €1.0M (current component)
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Shareholder structure and funds raised
Shareholder structure

Funds Raised

(31 December 2018 – non diluted)
Managers
5,5%

2002

Free float
28,4%

20,7%

€22m

€73.6m

total Voluntis’
pre-launch revenues

raised

Stock information

Other shareholders 1,5%
Other financial
investors

2018

4,9%

12,9%

Shareholders

7,2%
8,0%

10,8%

Number of shares outstanding

At 31 December 2018
7,575,661

Market: Euronext Paris

ISIN: FR0004183960

March 2019

Ticker: VTX
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Outlook

Update to mid-term objectives

Top Line Mostly Generated by Recurring Revenues

Diabetes
70%

€40m

2021
Revenues
Oncology &
other TAs
30%

EBITDA breakeven reached in 2021

March 2019
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Confirmed roadmap to 2021 objectives
1 Commercial

2018

2019

2020

2021

§ Launch in France
§ First US payer contract

Diabetes

§ Additional US payer contracts
§ Launch in Canada, Germany & UK
§ Launch in rest of Europe
§ Extension / New partnership with Pharma

Oncology

§ US launch of multi-cancer proprietary solution
§ Commercial launches of pharma-partnered solutions
§ First US payer contract

2 Research & Development
§ Upgraded Insulia / Diabeo versions

Diabetes

§ FDA clearance for basal + bolus therapy support
§ Results of Telesage
§ Pragmatic / clinical trial
§ eCO clinical trials
§ Development of multi-cancer proprietary solution

Oncology

§ 1st FDA clearance of multi-cancer proprietary solution
§ Clinical / Pragmatic trial for multi-cancer proprietary solution
§ 1st CE mark of Oncology solution

Note: Key milestones are presented by semester of occurrence
March 2019
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Thank you for your attention!
Investor contact:
voluntis@newcap.eu
Company contact:
investors@voluntis.com

March 2019

VOLUNTIS France, 22 quai Gallieni, 92150 Suresnes / VOLUNTIS USA 125 Cambridgepark Drive, Cambridge, MA 02140 / www.voluntis.com
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